DATA WAREHOUSE
Value your business
BIG DATA SOLUTIONS

Know your numbers!

Developing and maintaining Data Warehouse platforms,
designed for scalability and fast execution, transforming
data into digestible information for your business.

A solid base for informed decision making
We implement veriﬁcation processes to ensure the quality of data you will access
- controls and rules are put in place to ensure you always have the most up to date,
clean and deduplicated data.
Business Analytics
Data ready for the next step, enabled by analytics platforms to analyze and present
information that now makes sense to the business.
Costs savings, revenue growth and new business opportunities
Data collection, processing and transformation into KPIs that support the pursuit
of business goals.

DATA WAREHOUSE
Value your business
BIG DATA SOLUTIONS

End-to-end
Data Services
Development,
maintenance and support
using DevOps best
practice

Migration
Services
Migration from
on-premises to cloud
infrastructure expertise

End to end data services development

Whether you are looking to evolve your existing data infrastructure
with powerful analytics or developing a big data solution from the ground up,
rely on Cycloid to develop the best solution aligned with your data
management strategy.

Collection, data processing and export of very large volumes of data
Processing and handling capability of structured and non-structured data
Support for accelerated data volumes growth and near real time processing
Development on-premises or using a cloud-based infrastructure
Support for multiple data sources integrating with enterprise applications
or ‘raw data’ sources

Honored Partnership
Business requirements are met in alignment with your IT strategy
to determine the choice of the underlying technology that will support
the overall solution.

Get in touch with us. We love a good challenge!

You are always welcome

Cycloid Technology and Consulting, Lda.
Av. Conde Valbom, 30 - 4º Andar, 1050-068 Lisboa, Portugal
Newbury Oxford House, 12-20 Oxford Street, Newbury, RG14 1JB, UK

(T) +351 215 878 590 | info@cycloid.pt | www.cycloid.pt

Partnership
with leading
companies
Oracle and AWS
accredited partner

